Guided Self-Placement

In order for students eligible for priority registration, there are three requirements:

1. Guided Self-Placement
2. Orientation
3. Preliminary educational plan

A new California Law, Assembly Bill 705 (https://assessment.cccco.edu/ab-705-implementation), enables all students to have the right to take transfer level English, ESL, and most Math classes right away, which reduces the time and money you’ll spend to achieve your goals. With this in mind, we would like to provide you with course information so that you can make the best choices for your academic needs.

English And Math Guided Self-Placement

It is recommended that students complete the guided self-placement process to help determine which math and English classes might be more appropriate. Follow these four easy steps:

1. Review the English and Math Course sequence in the schedule of classes.
3. Print your results to take to orientation.
4. Review the English and Math Course sequence in the schedule of classes to determine which math and English classes might be more appropriate.

For students: if you have a verifiable disability, you may request accommodations for assessment. Contact the DESP Office at (408) 741-2010 (tel:+14087412010) or TTY / DESP (408) 741-3658, (tel:+14087413658).

Print your results to take to orientation.